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¿Las drogas psicotrópicas son buenas o son malas?



Decada de los ´60



Eventos icónicos de la década de los ´60

Guerra fría (1947-1991)
Guerra de Vietnam (1955-1975)

1961
Crisis de misiles-Bahia de Cochinos en Cuba
Asesinato de Lumumba

1963
Asesinato de Kennedy

1967
Asesinato del “Che” Guevara
Guerra de los 6 días

1968
Masacre de Tlatelolco
Asesinato de Martin Luther King
Descubrimiento del DNA



Contracultura, Revolucion cultural y social:
Sex, Drugs, and Rock and Roll



ALBUMS

•PIPER AT THE GATES OF DAWN (1967)

•THE BEST OF PINK FLOYD (?) -- [aka MASTERS OF ROCK (1973)]

•A SAUCERFUL OF SECTETS (1968)

•SOUNDTRACK FROM THE FILM MORE (1969)

•UMMAGUMMA (1969)

•ATOM HEART MOTHER (1970)

•RELICS (1971)

•MEDDLE (1971)

•OBSCURED BY CLOUDS (MUSIC FROM THE FILM "THE VALLEY")* (1972)

•THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON (1973)

• Speak To Me

• Breathe

• On The Run

• Time (including Breathe Reprise)

• The Great Gig In The Sky

• Money

• Us And Them

• Any Colour You Like

• Brain Damage

• Eclipse

•WISH YOU WERE HERE (1975)

• Shine On You Crazy Diamond (Parts 1-5)

• Welcome To The Machine

• Have A Cigar

• Wish You Were Here

• Shine On You Crazy Diamond (Parts 6-9)

•ANIMALS (1977)

• Pigs On The Wing (Part 1)

• Dogs

• Pigs (Three Different Ones)

• Sheep

• Pigs On The Wing (Part 2)

•THE WALL (1979)

• Disc 1

• In The Flesh?

• The Thin Ice

• Another Brick In The Wall, Part 1

• The Happiest Days Of Our Lives

• Another Brick In The Wall, Part 2

• Mother

• Goodbye Blue Sky

• Empty Spaces

• Young Lust

• One of My Turns

• Don't Leave Me Now

• Another Brick In The Wall, Part 3

• Goodbye, Cruel World

• Disc 2

• Hey You

• Is There Anybody Out There?

• Nobody Home

• Vera

• Bring The Boys Back Home

• Comfortably Numb

• The Show Must Go On

• In The Flesh

• Run Like Hell

• Waiting For The Worms

• Stop

• The Trial

• Outside The Wall

•THE FINAL CUT (1983)

• The Post War Dream

• Your Possible Pasts

• One of The Few

• The Hero's Return

• The Gunner's Dream

• Paranoid Eyes

• Get Your Filthy Hands Off My Desert

• The Fletcher Memorial Home

• Southampton Dock

• The Final Cut

• Not Now John

• Two Suns In The Sunset

•A MOMENTARY LAPSE OF REASON (1987)

• Signs of Life

• Learning To Fly

• The Dogs of War

• One Slip

• On The Turning Away

• Yet Another Movie/Round And Round

• A New Machine Part 1

• Terminal Frost

• A New Machine Part 2

• Sorrow

PINK FLOYD

Discografia



The great gig in the sky

And I am not frightened of dying. Any time will do, I don't mind. Why should I be frightened of dying? There's no 
reason for it – you've got to go sometime.
— Gerry O'Driscoll, Abbey Road Studios janitorial "browncoat"

The song began life as a Richard Wright chord progression, known variously as "The Mortality Sequence" or "The 
Religion Song".

Great Gig in the Sky? It was just me playing in the studio, playing some chords, and probably Dave or Roger 
saying "Hmm… that sounds nice. Maybe we could use that for this part of the album." And then, me going away and 
trying to develop it. So then I wrote the music for that, and then there was a middle bit, with Clare Torry singing, 
that fantastic voice. We wanted something for that bit, and she came in and sang on it.

In 2004, Torry sued Pink Floyd and EMI for songwriting royalties, on the basis that her contribution to "Great Gig in 
the Sky" constituted co-authorship with Richard Wright. Originally, she had been paid the standard Sunday flat 
studio rate of £30 (equivalent to £400 in 2016). In 2005, prior to a hearing in the High Court, an out-of-court 
settlement was reached. Although the terms of the settlement were not disclosed, all pressings after 2005 list the 
composition to Richard Wright and Clare Torry

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYeHseIkgwg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYeHseIkgwg


Roger Waters (al principio guitarrista), Nick Mason 
(baterista), y Richard Wright (al principio guitarra de 
acompañamiento) eran estudiantes de arquitectura in 
Londres en el principio de los años 1960.

Despues de haber tocado en varias formaciones, en el 
1964 se les juntó Roger Keith “Syd” Barrett, guitarrista y 
estudiante en un collegio de Artes

La entrada de otro guitarrista (Bob Klose) propició a que 
Waters se pasara al bajo

Un cantante, Chris Dennis, era el hombre principal del 
grupo que estuvo trabajando con varios nombres, hasta 
que aseguraron un contrato de producción

Historia del 
grupo



En el 1965, Chris Dennis fué llamado por la RAF, Royal Air 
Force, en Bahrain, y Syd Barrett se volvió el lead guitar, 
representante y leader del grupo, a quien el mismo Syd
Barrett dió el nombre de Pink Floyd, por dos músicos: 
Pink Anderson y Floyd Council, miembros de la banda 
Piedmont blues

En el 1967 la banda firmó un contrato con EMI, empezó 
a producir single albums exitosos, e incluso, Waters y 
Barrett estuvieron en algunos igualmente exitosos 
programas de la BBC, donde demostraron su verbo, 
cultura, y erudición.

Historia del 
grupo 
(cont´d )



En el mismo año (1965) Pink Floyd produjo lo que seria 
su primer disco con el nombre Pink Floyd:
The Piper at the Gates of Dawn

the album has been hailed a pivotal psychedelic rock album, with the 
embryonic elements of what was to become progressive rock

Pink Floyd picked up a tabloid reputation for making music for LSD users. 
The popular broadsheet News of the World printed a story nine days before 
the album's recording sessions began, saying that "The Pink Floyd group 
specialise in 'psychedelic music', which is designed to illustrate LSD 
experiences.“

Contrary to this image, only Barrett was known to be taking LSD; 
authors R.B. Browne and P. Browne contend that he was the "only real drug 
user in the band"

Historia del 
grupo 
(cont´d )



The piper at the Gates of Dawn:

Barrett would end up writing eight of the album's 

songs and contributing to two instrumentals credited 

to the whole band, with Waters creating the sole 

remaining composition

The album is made up of two different classes of 

songs: lengthy improvisations from the band's live 

performances and shorter songs that Barrett had 

written. Barrett's LSD intake escalated part-way 

through the album's recording sessions

The album got to the 6th position in the UK chart



Empeoramiento de la condición de Syd Barrett (1967)

Forced to cancel Pink Floyd's appearance at the 

prestigious National Jazz and Blues Festival, as well as 

several other shows, King informed the music press 
that Barrett was suffering from nervous exhaustion



Waters arranged a meeting with psychiatrist Dr. Laing, and though Waters personally 

drove Barrett to the appointment, Barrett refused to come out of the car.

A stay in Formentera with Sam Hutt, a doctor well established in the underground music 

scene, led to no visible improvement.

The band followed a few concert dates in Europe during September with their first tour 

of the US in October.

As the US tour went on, Barrett's condition grew steadily worse. During appearances on 

the Dick Clark and Pat Boone TV shows in November, Barrett confounded his hosts 

by not responding to questions and staring off into space.

After these embarrassing episodes, the US tour ended and the band was immediately 

sent home to London.

Soon after their return, the band supported Jimi Hendrix during a tour of England; 

however, Barrett's depression worsened as the tour continued, reaching a crisis 

point in December, when the band responded by 

adding a new member to their line-up

Desaciertos de Barrett
(1967)



Replacement of Barrett by Gilmour

In December 1967, the group added guitarist Dave Gilmour as the fifth member of Pink Floyd.

Gilmour already knew Barrett, having studied with him at Cambridge Tech in the early 1960s. The two had 

performed at lunchtimes together with guitars and harmonicas, and later hitch-hiked their way around the south 

of France.

In January 1968, Blackhill Enterprises announced Gilmour as the band's newest member; the second guitarist 

and its fifth member, the band intending to continue with Barrett as a nonperforming songwriter.

"The idea was that Dave would ... cover for [Barrett's] eccentricities and when that got to be not workable, Syd 

was just going to write. Just to try to keep him involved".

In an expression of his frustration, Barrett, who was expected to write additional hit singles to follow up "Arnold 

Layne" and "See Emily Play", instead introduced “Have you got it yet" to the band, intentionally changing 

the structure on each performance so as to make the song impossible to follow and learn.

In a January 1968 photo-shoot of the five-man Pink Floyd, the photographs show Barrett looking detached from 

the others, staring into the distance.



After leaving Pink Floyd, Barrett was out of the public eye for a year. Then, in 1969, at the behest of EMI he 

embarked on a brief solo career, releasing two solo albums, The Madcap Laughs and Barrett (both 1970), and a 

single, “”Octopus".

Gilmour who played in these records, says:

[Sessions] were pretty tortuous and very rushed. We had very little time, particularly with The Madcap Laughs. Syd 

was very difficult, we got that very frustrated feeling: Look, it's your fucking career, mate. Why don't you get your 

finger out and do something? The guy was in trouble, and was a close friend for many years before then, so it really 

was the least one could do.

Despite the numerous recording dates for his solo albums, Barrett undertook very little musical activity between 1968 and 
1972 outside the studio.

Withdrawal to Cambridge
In 1978, when Barrett's money ran out, he moved back to Cambridge to live with his mother. He returned to live in London 
again in 1982, but lasted only a few weeks and soon returned to Cambridge for good. Barrett walked the 50 miles (80 km) 
from London to Cambridge. Until his death, Barrett received royalties from his work with Pink Floyd from each compilation 
and some of the live and studio albums and singles that featured his songs; Gilmour said, "I made sure the money got to him.



Salida de la escena de Barrett

Through late 1967 and early 1968, Barrett became increasingly erratic, partly as a consequence of his

reported heavy use of psychedelic drugs such as LSD. There is also speculation that he suffered

from schizophrenia.

Once described as joyful, friendly, and extroverted, he became increasingly depressed and socially

withdrawn, and experienced hallucinations, disorganized speech, memory lapses, intense mood

swings, and periods of catatonia. Although the changes began gradually, he went missing for a

long weekend and, according to several friends, including Wright, came back "a completely

different person."

One of the striking features of his change was the development of a blank, dead-eyed stare. He did not

recognize old friends, and often did not know where he was; while on a tour of Los Angeles, Barrett is

said to have exclaimed, "Gee, it sure is nice to be in Las Vegas!" Many reports described him on stage,

strumming one chord through the entire concert, or not playing at all. At a show at The Fillmore in San

Francisco, during a performance of "Interstellar Overdrive", Barrett slowly detuned his guitar. The

audience seemed to enjoy such antics, unaware of the rest of the band's consternation.



Ultimas apariciones en publico de Barrett

Barrett made a final public acknowledgement of his musical past in 2002, his first 
since the 1970s, when he autographed 320 copies of photographer Mick Rock's 
book Psychedelic Renegades, which contained a number of photos of Barrett. Rock 
was perhaps the last person in the music industry with whom Barrett kept in 
contact.

After suffering from diabetes for several years, Barrett died at home in Cambridge 
on 7 July 2006, aged 60. The cause of death was pancreatic cancer.



Reconocimiento del grupo a Syd Barrett

Siempre le pagaron las royalties como si fuera integrante del grupo, hasta después de salir
Le dedicaron varias canciones incluso un disco entero: Wish you were here

Wish You Were Here

So, so you think you can tell
Heaven from hell
Blue skies from pain
Can you tell a green field
From a cold steel rail?
A smile from a veil?
Do you think you can tell?
Did they get you to trade
Your heroes for ghosts?
Hot ashes for trees?
Hot air for a cool breeze?
Cold comfort for change?
Did you exchange
A walk on part in the war
For a lead role in a cage?
How I wish, how I wish you were here
We're just two lost souls
Swimming in a fish bowl
Year after year
Running over the same old ground
And how we found
The same old fears
Wish you were here

Songwriters: David Gilmour / Roger Waters

Shine On You Crazy Diamond

Remember when you were young, you shone like the sun.

Shine on you crazy diamond.

Now there's a look in your eyes, like black holes in the sky.

Shine on you crazy diamond.

You were caught on the crossfire of childhood and stardom,

Blown on the steel breeze.

Come on you target for faraway laughter,

Come on you stranger, you legend, you martyr, and shine!

You reached for the secret too soon, you cried for the moon.

Shine on you crazy diamond.

Threatened by shadows at night, and exposed in the light.

Shine on you crazy diamond.

Well you wore out your welcome with random precision,

Rode on the steel breeze.

Come on you raver, you seer of visions,

Come on you painter, you piper, you prisoner, and shine!

Songwriters: David Jon Gilmour / Richard Wright / Roger Waters

Brain Damage

The lunatic is on the grass

The lunatic is on the grass

Remembering games and daisy chains and laughs

Got to keep the loonies on the path

The lunatic is in the hall

The lunatics are in my hall

The paper holds their folded faces to the floor

And every day the paper boy brings more

And if the dam breaks open many years too soon

And if there is no room upon the hill

And if your head explodes with dark forebodings too

I'll see you on the dark side of the moon

The lunatic is in my head

The lunatic is in my head

You raise the blade, you make the change

You re-arrange me 'til I'm sane

You lock the door

And throw away the key

There's someone in my head but it's not me

And if the cloud bursts, thunder in your ear

You shout and no one seems to hear

And if the band you're in starts playing different tunes

I'll see you on the dark side of the moon

Songwriters: Roger Waters



Creative impact and technical innovation

Barrett wrote most of Pink Floyd's early material. 

He was also an innovative guitarist, using extended techniques and exploring the musical and sonic

possibilities of dissonance, distortion, feedback, the echo machine, tapes and other effects

One of Barrett's trademarks was playing his guitar through an old echo box while sliding

a Zippo lighter up and down the fret-board to create the mysterious, otherworldly sounds

that became associated with the group.

Barrett was known to have used Binson delay units to achieve his trademark echo sounds.

David Allen, founder member of Soft Machine and Gong, has cited Barrett's use of slide guitar

with echo as a key inspiration for his own "glissando guitar" style



Before 1967

After 1967



Lysergic acid

LSD catalyzes intense spiritual experiences, during which

users may feel they have come into contact with a greater

spiritual or cosmic order. Users sometimes report out of

body experiences.

In 1966, Tim Leary established the League for Spiritual

Discovery with LSD as its sacrament.

Stanislav Grof has written that religious and mystical

experiences observed during LSD sessions appear to

be phenomenologically indistinguishable from similar

descriptions in the sacred scriptures of the great religions

of the world and the texts of ancient civilizations.



Propiedades psicotrópicas 
parecidas a las de la psilocibina, 
un principio activo vegetal

Peyote

Ergot fungi

Hongos 
tipo ergot
que crecen 
en algunos 
cereales



Descubrimiento del LSD

... affected by a remarkable restlessness, combined with
a slight dizziness. At home I lay down and sank into a not
unpleasant intoxicated-like condition, characterized by
an extremely stimulated imagination. In a dreamlike
state, with eyes closed (I found the daylight to be
unpleasantly glaring), I perceived an uninterrupted
stream of fantastic pictures, extraordinary shapes with
intense, kaleidoscopic play of colors. After some two
hours this condition faded away.

— Albert Hofmann, on his first experience with LSD

Albert Hoffman in 2006

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Albert_Hofmann.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Albert_Hofmann.jpg


pharmacology

Alta afinidad para receptores de serotonina (5HT)



Efectos centrales Efectos perifericos



Sistema serotoninergico

Es uno de los varios sistemas
moduladores que afecta masivamente
el sistema nervioso central

- Control de ritmos sueño vigilia
- Control del ingesta de alimento
- Sexualidad
- Cognicion
- Percepcion
- Gasto energético
- Control del impulso



Efectos celulares

Presinapticos y postsinapticos

Transmision sináptica

Potencial de acción

Afecta tanto el sistema inhibidor 
como el sistema excitador



Efectos moleculares

Activacion de proteínas G, PLC
Cascadas inflamatorias
Activacion genica



LSD y psilocibina tiene como
blanco los receptores principales
5HT1 y 5HT2, pero también
todos los demás receptores de
5HT que no son ionotropo (el
único ionotropico es el 5HT3)

La corteza cerebral y el cerebelo son especialmente sensibles a los 
serotoninergicos.

En particular, la corteza prefrontal, responsable de coordinar percepción, 
memoria, y emoción en las funciones ejecutivas y en la memoria de trabajo.

Principales blancos anatómicos centrales de la serotonina.



Uso de la sustancia en la medicina

LSD currently has no approved use in medicine.

A meta analysis concluded that a single dose was effective

at reducing alcohol consumption in alcoholism.

LSD has also been studied in depression, anxiety, and drug
dependence, with positive preliminary results



Physical (efectos perifericos)

LSD can cause pupil dilation, reduced appetite, and wakefulness.

Other physical reactions to LSD are highly variable and nonspecific,

some of which may be secondary to the psychological effects of LSD.

Among the reported symptoms are numbness, weakness, nausea, hypo-

or hyperthermia, elevated blood sugar, goose bumps, heart rate

increase, jaw clenching, perspiration, saliva production, mucus

production, hyperreflexia, and tremors.



Psychological

The most common immediate psychological effects of LSD are visual

hallucinations and illusions (colloquially known as “”trips"), which can vary

greatly depending on how much is used and how the brain responds.

Trips usually start within 20–30 minutes of taking LSD by mouth (less if snorted

or taken intravenously), peak three to four hours after ingestion, and last up to 12

hours.

Negative experiences, referred to as "bad trips", produce intense negative

emotions, such as irrational fears and anxiety, panic attacks, paranoia,

rapid mood swings, intrusive thoughts of hopelessness, wanting to harm

others, and suicidal ideation. It is impossible to predict when a bad trip will

occur.

Good trips are stimulating and pleasurable, and typically involve feeling as

if one is floating, disconnected from reality, feelings of joy or euphoria

(sometimes called a "rush"), decreased inhibitions, and the belief that one

has extreme mental clarity or superpowers



Sensory

Some sensory effects may include an experience of radiant colors, objects and surfaces appearing to ripple or 

"breathe", colored patterns behind the closed eyelids, an altered sense of time (time seems to be stretching, 

repeating itself, changing speed or stopping), crawling geometric patterns overlaying walls and other objects, 

and morphing objects. Some users, including Albert Hofmann, report a strong metallic taste for the duration of the 

effects.

LSD causes an animated sensory experience of sense, emotions, memories, time, and awareness for 6 to 14 

hours, depending on dosage and tolerance. Generally beginning within 30 to 90 minutes after ingestion, the user may 

experience anything from subtle changes in perception to overwhelming cognitive shifts.

Changes in auditory and visual perception are typical. Visual effects include the illusion of movement of static 

surfaces ("walls breathing"), after-image-like trails of moving objects ("tracers"), the appearance of moving 

colored geometric patterns (especially with closed eyes), an intensification of colors and brightness 

("sparkling"), new textures on objects, blurred vision, and shape suggestibility.

Some users report that the inanimate world appears to animate in an inexplicable way; for instance, objects that 

are static in three dimensions can seem to be moving relative to one or more additional spatial dimensions.

The auditory effects of LSD may include echo-like distortions of sounds, changes in ability to discern concurrent 

auditory stimuli, and a general intensification of the experience of music. Higher doses often cause intense and 

fundamental distortions of sensory perception such as synesthesia, the experience of additional spatial or temporal 

dimensions, and temporary dissociation.



Peligrosidad de la droga.

LSD was ranked:

- 14th drug in dependence

- 15th in physical harm, and

- 13th in social harm

Mental disorders

LSD may trigger panic attacks or feelings of extreme 

anxiety, (bad trip).

Review studies suggest that LSD likely plays a role in 

precipitating the onset of acute psychosis in 

previously healthy individuals with an increased 

likelihood in individuals who have a family history of 

schizophrenia.

There is evidence that people with severe mental illnesses 

like schizophrenia have a higher likelihood of experiencing 

adverse effects from taking LSD

Suggestibility

While publicly available documents indicate that 

the CIA and DoD have discontinued research into the use 

of LSD as a means of mind control, research from the 

1960s suggests that both mentally ill and healthy people 

are more suggestible while under its influence.



Otros efectos del LSD

Some individuals may experience flashbacks and a syndrome of long-term and occasionally distressing perceptual

changes.

"Flashbacks" are a reported psychological phenomenon in which an individual experiences an episode of some of

LSD's subjective effects after the drug has worn off, "persisting for months or years after hallucinogenic use".

Several studies have tried to determine the likelihood that a user of LSD, not suffering from known

psychiatric conditions, will experience flashbacks. The larger studies include Blumenfeld's in 1971and Naditch

and Fenwick's in 1977, which arrived at figures of 20% and 28%, respectively.

Hallucinogenic persisting perception disorder (HPPD) describes a post-LSD exposure syndrome in which

LSD-like visual changes are not temporary and brief, as they are in flashbacks, but instead are persistent,

and cause clinically significant impairment or distress. The syndrome is a DSM-IV diagnosis. Several scientific

journal articles have described the disorder. HPPD differs from flashbacks in that it is persistent and apparently

entirely visual (although mood and anxiety disorders are sometimes diagnosed in the same individuals). A recent

review suggests that HPPD (as defined in the DSM-IV) is uncommon and affects a distinctly vulnerable

subpopulation of users



Tolerance

Tolerance to LSD builds up over consistent use and cross-tolerance has been demonstrated 

between LSD, mescaline and psilocybin. This tolerance is probably caused 

by downregulation of 5HT2A in the brain and diminishes a few days after cessation of use.

LSD is not addictive. Experimental evidence has demonstrated that LSD use does 

not yield positive reinforcement in either human or animal subjects.



Overdose

As of 2008 there were no documented fatalities attributed directly to an LSD overdose.

Despite this several behavioral fatalities and suicides have occurred due to LSD. Eight individuals 

who accidentally consumed very high amounts by mistaking LSD for cocaine developed comatose 

states, hyperthermia, vomiting, gastric bleeding, and respiratory problems–however, all survived 

with supportive care.

Reassurance in a calm, safe environment is beneficial. Agitation can be safely addressed 

with benzodiazepines

Sedation or physical restraint is rarely required, and excessive restraint may cause complications 

such as over-heating or rhabdomyolisis

Research suggests that massive doses are not lethal, but do typically require supportive care, 

which may include intubation or respiratory support. It is recommended that high blood 

pressure, rapid heart-beat, and hyperthermia, if present, are treated symptomatically, and that low 

blood pressure is treated initially with fluids and then with pressors if necessary.



¿Las drogas psicotrópicas son buenas o son malas?

No hay una respuesta clara y valida para todas las drogas, cualquier persona, y 
cualquier momento y lugar.

Es posible que durante mucho mas tiempo siempre vaya a haber un grupo de 
personas que utilice drogas por varios motivos:

- Adolescentes, para transgresión y para “probarlas”
- Personas con angustias, ansiedades y otras condiciones mentales que las 

toman para aliviar sus condiciones
- Personas adineradas o que de alguna manera quieren ampliar sus 

experiencias
- Enfermos neurológicos o psiquiatricos



Paracelso

1493-1541
Medico y alquimista

Gracias por su atención!





Beginning in the 1950s, the US CIA began a research program code 

named Project MKULTRA. Experiments included administering LSD to CIA 

employees, military personnel, doctors, other government agents, prostitutes, 

mentally ill patients, and members of the general public in order to study their 

reactions, usually without the subjects' knowledge. The project was revealed in 

the US congressional Rockefeller Commission report in 1975.

In 1963, the Sandoz patents expired on LSD. Several figures, including Aldous 

Huxley, Timothy Leary, and Al Hubbard, began to advocate the consumption of 

LSD. LSD became central to the counterculture of the 1960s.[102] In the early 

1960s the use of LSD and other hallucinogens was advocated by new 

proponents of consciousness expansion such as Leary, Huxley, Alan 

Watts and Arthur Koestler,[103][104] and according to L. R. Veysey they profoundly 

influenced the thinking of the new generation of youth.[105]

On October 24, 1968, possession of LSD was made illegal in the United 

States.[106] The last FDA approved study of LSD in patients ended in 1980, while a 

study in healthy volunteers was made in the late 1980s. Legally approved and 

regulated psychiatric use of LSD continued in Switzerland until 1993.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aldous_Huxley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timothy_Leary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Matthew_Hubbard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysergic_acid_diethylamide#cite_note-102
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alan_Watts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Koestler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysergic_acid_diethylamide#cite_note-103
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysergic_acid_diethylamide#cite_note-104
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysergic_acid_diethylamide#cite_note-105
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysergic_acid_diethylamide#cite_note-106
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Food_and_Drug_Administration

